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How to extract profit from your business
There are 3 ways to extract profit from a business – salary, dividend, pension.
The third one is often the one which gets overlooked and it never ceases to amaze us the amount of company
directors who pay pension contributions from their personal bank account.
You can pay contributions through your company and in most situations, this is more tax eﬃcient.
Making Director Pension Contributions
As a director, you can make contributions into your pension, both
as an individual and via your limited company.
Your limited company can contribute pre-taxed company profit to
your pension. As an employer contribution counts as an allowable
business expense, your company receives tax relief against
corporation tax, so the company could save up to 19%.
Another benefit is the Dividend Tax saving. Assuming you’re a
higher rate taxpayer, you would pay 32.5% on dividends taken. By
contributing directly into a pension, potentially unnecessary tax
could be avoided.
This means that in total as a director, you can save cumulatively
up to 45.3%, by paying money directly into your pension rather
than drawing funds in the form of dividends.
Then depending upon how you might normally draw your income,
there is also potentially Income Tax and National Insurance
savings.
As you can see, the way in which you make pension contributions can have a big impact, therefore, it is crucial to
seek advice.
There are a number of key things to be aware of…
Annual Allowance

To figure out whether this is the case, HMRC looks for
certain evidence, for example whether other employees
are receiving comparable remuneration packages.

The maximum you can contribute into a pension and
still get tax relief, for employee contributions, is
£40,000 per year or 100% of your salaried earnings,
whichever is lower. A contribution by the employer is
not limited by the 100% of salaried earnings but is still
limited by the annual allowance. This figure starts to
taper down for those earning more than £240,000, by
£1 for every £2 they earn above this threshold. This is
subject to a maximum tapering of £36,000, leaving
anyone with an income of £312,000+ with an annual
allowance of just £4,000.

Personal allowance
This is the amount of income an individual can earn
before they start to pay income tax. The personal
allowance is currently £12,500 (2020/21) but it will be
reduced, and potentially lost altogether, for those
whose total income exceeds £100,000.
It is tapered by £1 for every £2 of income over this
level. Anyone with income over £125,000 will lose their
allowance entirely.

‘Wholly and exclusively’

By making pension contributions, directors are able to
regain their personal allowance, saving an eﬀective rate
of 60% income tax.

Employer pension contributions must abide by the
rules for allowable deductions. The rules state that the
pension contributions should be ‘wholly and
exclusively’ for the purposes of business.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs from taxation, can change at any time. The value of any tax relief depends
on individual circumstances.
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Salary v Dividend v Pension Contribution
Please find an example below showing the real net benefit of extracting £20,000 as either a salary,
dividend or pension contribution.
SALARY

DIVIDEND

PENSION CONTRIBUTION

PRE-TAX COST TO COMPANY

£20,000

£20,000

£20,000

PAID AS SALARY
EMPLOYERS’S NI (13.8%)

£17,575
£2,425

CORPORATION TAX

Nil1

£3,800

Nil1

SALARY3
LESS INCOME TAX (40%)
LESS ADDITIONAL NI (2%)

£17,575
£7,030
£351.50

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION
DIVIDEND ALLOWANCE
LESS ADDITIONAL INCOME TAX DUE (32.5%)

£16,200
Nil
£5,265

GROSS CONTRIBUTION
TAX FREE CASH
REMAINING FUND
ASSUMED TAX AT 40% ON INCOME TAKEN
BENEFIT TO THE INDIVIDUAL

£20,000
£5,000
£15,0002
£6,0002
£10,193.50

£10,935

£14,0004

* Benefit to the individual shows the immediate aﬀect of contributing towards Salary or Dividend, however, the benefit shown for the Pension contribution shows the aﬀect based on current rates, when
drawn at retirement.
Assumptions:
1 Nil corporation tax due since expenditure is fully allowable for tax.
2 When benefits are taken (earliest age 55), 75% of the fund will need to be taken over time as • The additional £17,575 slice of salary is applied at the 40% rate of Income Tax and 2%
drawdown pension or be used to purchase a lifetime annuity. These are both taxed as earned additional employee NIC.
• Income over £50,000 (tax year 2020/2021 threshold) up to £100,000.
income at your marginal rate.
• The additional dividend assumes that the dividend allowance has already been used.
3 Assumes total taxable income is less than £100,000.
• An employer pension contribution of £20,000 will be tax deductible.
4 If you are a 20% tax payer in retirement this figure will be £17,000.
• The figures are based on English and Welsh income tax rates (would be diﬀerent for Scottish
based clients).

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs from taxation, can change at any time. The value of any tax relief depends
on individual circumstances.

What happened in the markets
Records were broken all throughout October as Covid-19 cases continued to
climb around the globe. As European countries began to impose further national
lockdown measures, it was only a matter of time before the UK imposed
measures of its own. As the US election drew nearer, markets became very
sensitive and sold oﬀ towards the end of the month. The outcome of the US
election and developments towards an eﬀective vaccine brought some certainty
which resulted in strong performance in global markets.
The Vix index, which measures anticipated volatility over the next 30 days, rose
to 40 for the first time since the middle of the year. This is probably unsurprising
given the US election and uncertainty around the shape of economic recoveries
now that national restrictions are being re-introduced across Europe.
As always, it’s important to have your portfolio positioned in a way which aligns
with your goals and your timescales. When times of volatility occur, it is often best to ‘sit on your hands’.
The value of an investment with St. James’s Place will be directly linked to the performance of the funds you select
and the value can therefore go down as well as up. You may get back less than you invested.
The Partner Practice is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James's Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of
advising solely on the Group's wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group's website www.sjp.co.uk/about-st-james-place/our-business/our-products-and-services.
The titles 'Partner' and 'Partner Practice' are marketing terms used to describe St. James's Place representatives.
Our privacy policy is available on our website which informs you how to opt out if you do not wish to receive any further marketing communications from us.
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